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ONE NEWS PAGE CELEBRATES 100 MOVIE REVIEWS MILESTONE

One News Page today announces that its popular movie reviews section has
unveiled its 100th review since its launch in January 2016. The section, which
sees regular columns written by resident critic Graham Pierrepoint, has also
been enhanced to mark the occasion – allowing readers to review movie
ratings from Graham and One News Page in alphabetical order for easy
access.
Graham’s reviews started appearing on the site from the beginning of 2016,
with his analysis of the Oscar-winning Spotlight kicking things off. From there
on in, One News Page played host to reviews of some of the year’s biggest
hits – and misses. During 2016, only two movies – the animated Kubo and
The Two Strings and sci-fi epic with a twist, Arrival – received the hallowed
five-star rating, with no movies thus far in 2017 receiving the honour.
Other movies, however, haven’t been so lucky. “I enjoy writing movie reviews
for One News Page,” Graham states. “If that means I have to sit through
Norm of the North or Suicide Squad, then so be it!” Movies that have
received the lowest grade thus far – a half star – include the bizarre Nine
Lives (in which Kevin Spacey plays a cat), the aforementioned Norm of the
North and CGI animated prequel Top Cat Begins. However, there is still the
possibility of zero stars, according to Graham – which may or may not rear its
head this year.
Of the movies that have surprised Graham the most in the first 100 he has
reviewed, he considers Arrival, Split and even the recent Power Rangers
among them. He’s even courted some controversy by going against critical
consensus on movies such as Ghostbusters and The Secret Life of Pets, both
of which he rated far below the mainstream opinion, and heaped praise on
Eddie the Eagle, a movie that Graham still feels is immensely underappreciated (it’s available now on Netflix in some regions).
“Graham’s writing style is sharp and insightful yet entertaining,” comments Dr.
Marc Pinter-Krainer, Founder and CEO of One News Page. “No wonder his
movie review section is becoming increasingly popular with our users.”

One News Page’s movie reviews section goes from strength to strength, with
twice-weekly updates posted to keep cinema buffs up to date. Will we see
any five-star accolades this year? Will that elusive zero star rating ever
emerge? Stay tuned to One News Page!
Readers can visit Graham’s Movie Reviews section on One News Page here:
http://www.onenewspage.com/s/movies/gmr.htm
One News Page is free to browse and allows its readers to take advantage of
its comprehensive repository of over 100 million different news resources
from scores of reputable and authoritative sources and journalists. Offering
written digests, original content and video news for readers to access and
consume at their leisure, One News Page is continuing to tap into the news
aggregation market by making it easier and quicker to access with each
update.
One News Page was founded in 2008 and services markets in the English,
German and Spanish languages across Europe, America, Asia and Australasia.
In 2016 it served over 20 million users accessing its news portal websites.
For further information, please visit http://www.onenewspage.com/
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